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Shobana Shanker (Stonybrook) 

 Afrocentrism and the Indian Question: A Continental Reckoning with the Ugandan Expulsion 

Most accounts of Idi Amin’s expulsion of Asians from Uganda in 1972 assume that African leaders 

and the Organization of African Unity were largely silent or unmoved to action. This interpretation 

assumes that Africans understood the Asian expulsion as a political problem—by contrast, I argue 

that Africans understood the question of Indian settlers as a fundamental problem of the 

postcolonial condition, connected to the very definition of African selfhood. I explore the 

significance of the Indian question around the African continent to the formation of intersecting 

movements of anticolonialism, antiracism, nationalism, Pan-Africanism (which was a critical antidote 

to nationalism), and Afrocentrism. Contrary to simplistic renderings of African responses to Idi 

Amin’s anti-Asian racialism, African reckoning with African-Indian entanglements garnered dynamic 

and long-lasting African cultural responses—even where Indian settlers were few—that produced 

new African-Indian negotiations on the continent and among African migrants in India. 

Shobana Shankar is Associate Professor of History and Africana Studies at Stony Brook University, in 

New York. Her research focuses on cultural encounters and politics in West Africa and Africa-India 

networks, especially in religion, intellectual history, health, and education. Her most recent book, An 

Uneasy Embrace: Africa, India and the Spectre of Race (Hurst, 2021), grew out of her meeting with 

Muslim Indian missionaries in Nigeria, during the course of her research for her first book Who Shall 

Enter Paradise? Christian Origins in Muslim Northern Nigeria, c.1890-1975 (Ohio University Press). 

She has also co-edited two collections of essays on religion and globalization. Her recent articles 

focus on Ghanaian Hinduism, reformism in Nigeria, and Senegal’s Afro-Dravidian movement. 

 

Edgar Taylor (Makerere), 

 Populism(s), Citizenship(s) and Expulsion(s) 

Academic studies of the Ugandan Asian Expulsion – often known simply as ‘the expulsion’ – have 

only recently and very tentatively begun to bridge overlapping disciplinary, geographic and temporal 

divides. This split has generally separated scholarship between studies of pre-1972 Ugandan political 

economy, post-World War II institutional histories of law and racialized citizenship, and studies of 

the post-1972 Ugandan Asian Diaspora in the Global North. This presentation briefly draws on the 

history of urban populism in 1950s Buganda and negotiations over citizenship laws at Uganda’s 

independence to argue against the reification of ‘expulsion’ (in the singular) as the organizing 

analytic trope for tying together these related histories – while acknowledging its important role in 

organizing memory of a traumatic past. As an analytic term, expulsion implies a rupture of time and 

space that reproduces the temporality of the colonial and post-colonial state while obscuring both 

the durability of colonial power and the possibilities of anti-colonial solidarity. The presentation 

points to the history of urban populism in Buganda since the 1940s to question the inevitability of Idi 

Amin’s decrees. It also shows how colonial governance, through the regulation of mobility, 

constantly expelled colonial subjects from belonging and recognition. 

Edgar C. Taylor is a Lecturer in the Department of History, Archaeology and Heritage Studies at 

Makerere University. His research focuses on urban protest, social intimacy and racial politics in 



twentieth-century Uganda. He is working on a book about the relationship between populism and 

electoral democracy in reshaping the racialization of urban space in Uganda from the 1940s to the 

1970s. 

 

Derek R. Peterson (Michigan)  

Economics at War 

This essay is about the management of economic liberation in Idi Amin’s Uganda. The Economic War 

transformed petty questions about the conduct of business into thrilling matters of racial liberation. 

There were a great many scapegoats: first the Asian community, latterly Africans who would not, or 

could not, follow the official rules. The punishments were draconian: economic crimes were, after 

1975, punishable by death. For people in power, the Economic War was a means of making 

austerity, inhumanity and brutality seem essential, a crucial aspect of their heroic leadership. 

Derek Peterson is Ali Mazrui Professor of History & African Studies at the University of Michigan. 

He’s the author, most recently, of _The Unseen Archive of Idi Amin: Photographs from the Uganda 

Broadcasting Corporation_ (Prestel, 2021) (with R. Vokes). Peterson is presently engaged in several 

curatorial projects focused on the recovery and digitization of endangered film and paper archives in 

Uganda. He was awarded a MacArthur Fellowship in 2017. 

 

Godfrey Asiimwe (Makerere) 

Decolonising Identity and Citizenship: Revisiting the historicity of the Indian Question in Uganda 

In Uganda, the question of Indian citizenship, identity contestations and their subsequent expulsion 

and return were historically and institutionally shaped, yet obscured by conventional discourses. 

However, the Ugandan Indian minority continued to be conveniently placed within the matrix of 

political expediency at the expense of their rights and relations with African Ugandans. Under 

colonialism, the Indians who were also subjects, were deliberately constructed as “privileged”, yet 

“aliens”, and construed as partners in the colonial project for the political convenience of 

colonialism. Subsequently, Afro-Indian relations were set on a contentious course that was later 

exploited by Uganda African politicians in the post-independence ‘nation-building project’ and re-

alignments for political legitimization and building power bases. The trend of failure to protect the 

rights of minorities in emerging and fragile “nation states”, leaves them prey to political 

machinations and erratic dictatorships like that of Milton Obote and Idi Amin, which cascaded into 

the expulsion of Ugandan Indians en masse. Accordingly, there was need to establish sustainable 

institutional, social, political and legal protective system as strong guarantees for minority rights. 

 Asiimwe B. Godfrey (PhD, ISS- Erasmus University) is an Assoc. Professor of Development Studies at 

Makerere University, Kampala-Uganda. He was the Head of Department of History and Development 

Studies at Makerere University; a research fellow, (SOAS) University of London; Research Fellow, 

Centre of African Studies, University of Cambridge; Guest Research Fellow, The Nordic African 

Institute; Senior Research Fellow, Nile Basin Programme, University of Bergen; Fulbright African 

Senior Research Scholar at Mt. Holyoke College, Massachusetts and a Visiting Professor at Torino 

University. 

 



Alicia Decker (Penn State)  

Expulsion as Statecraft: Histories of Violence from the Asian Expulsion of 1972 to the Banyarwanda 

Crisis of 1982 

Between October 2 and December 31, 1982, nearly 80,000 Banyarwanda – most of whom were 

citizens of Uganda – were violently expelled from their homes by state operatives in Mbarara and 

Bushenyi Districts. Approximately half fled to neighboring Rwanda, while the rest crowded into 

existing refugee settlements in the southwest or found themselves stranded on the Ugandan side of 

the border at Merema Hill. Unlike the Asian expulsion of 1972, the Banyarwanda were not given 

ninety days to prepare. Instead, they were attacked in their homes and forced to flee without a 

moment’s notice. Most of the displaced lost everything they owned – their homes, their valuables, 

and their cattle. International observers also reported multiple instances of rape and suicide. I do 

not wish to suggest that the Asian expulsion was any less violent or traumatic. On the contrary, I 

argue that it provided a dangerous template that was later used by those in power to justify and 

carry out the next brutal eviction. Indeed, as this presentation reveals, expulsion functioned as a 

militarized form of statecraft that bolstered, and then later undermined, the integrity of the 

postcolonial state.  

Alicia C. Decker is an associate professor and department head of Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality 
Studies at the Pennsylvania State University, with courtesy appointments in the African Studies 
Program and the Department of History. She also co-directs the African Feminist Initiative with 
Gabeba Baderoon and Maha Marouan. She is the author of In Idi Amin’s Shadow: Women, Gender, 
and Militarism in Uganda (Ohio UP, 2014), and co-author with Andrea L. Arrington-Sirois of 
Africanizing Democracies: 1980-Present (Oxford UP, 2015). She is the co-editor of “African 
Feminisms: Cartographies for the 21st Century,” a special issue of Meridians: Feminism, Race, 
Transnationalism (2018) and “African Feminist Subjectivities,” a special issue of Feminist Formations 
(forthcoming 2024). With Giacomo Macola, she co-edits a book series on War and Militarism in 
African History (Ohio University Press) and serves on the editorial board of the Journal of African 
Military History. Her scholarly articles have appeared in the International Journal of African Historical 
Studies, Women’s History Review, Journal of Eastern African Studies, History Teacher, Afriche e 
Orienti, Feminist Studies, Journal of African Military History, and Meridians, as well as various edited 
book collections. Decker is currenting working on a new book that explores the gendered legacies of 
militarism in Uganda after the collapse of Amin’s military state.  

 

Taushif Kara (Cambridge) 

Don’t call yourselves Asians! Uganda’s Indians and the problem of naming 

The partition of the subcontinent in 1947 presented a unique problem for its diaspora. Trading 

communities in places like Gwadar often found themselves forced to choose between Indian and 

Pakistani citizenship but desiring neither, while in colonial Tanganyika many sought British 

nationality. But attached to the persistent problem of nationality there was also the question of 

naming, as the once porous category of Indian was now linked to a specific post-colonial state. These 

communities were often described for the first time as “Asian” as a way to elide this problem. This 

paper explores the unique genealogy and debates over this novel term amongst the communities in 

Uganda who considered it for themselves. I focus, however, on the groups that ultimately rejected it 

and instead decided to claim the name “African” instead, showing that it was at precisely this 

moment that they were expelled. 



Taushif Kara is a Postdoctoral Research Associate at the Centre of Islamic Studies and Jesus College, 

Cambridge. He obtained his PhD from the Faculty of History at Cambridge in 2021 with a thesis on 

the Khoja diaspora around the Indian Ocean world. Kara previously studied Islamic history and 

philosophy at the Institute of Ismaili Studies in London and served as a Teaching Fellow in the 

Department of Religions and Philosophies at SOAS. 

 

Jonathon Earle (Centre College, KY) 

Time, Revolution, and Histories of Citizenship in Late Colonial Uganda 

By the First World War, Ugandan historians had used colonial literacy to reimagine older histories of 

political pluralism while developing new ideas about historical periodisation, inclusion, and 

citizenship. During the late nineteenth century, the most common gloss for citizen among writers in 

the kingdom of Buganda was omutongole, a term that described recently assimilated subjects in 

Buganda’s peripheral territories. By the end of the 1950s, though, the word for citizen most used 

was omunnansi, which accentuated notions about land, nativism, and labour in Kampala, Uganda’s 

new postcolonial capital. This paper wishes to identify and follow this discursive shift. It shows how 

competing activists on the eve of the Asian expulsion returned to histories of revolution in 

nineteenth-century southern Uganda and the Indian Ocean world to animate emerging articulations 

about urban citizenship. In so doing, the paper expands the temporal and spatial boundaries within 

which Asian and Ugandan intellectuals worked to create cosmopolitan histories during a time of 

rapid political change. 

Jonathon L. Earle is an intellectual historian of eastern Africa. He holds the Grissom Professorship in 

Social Studies at Centre College, where he also chairs the African and African American Studies 

program. He was a visiting fellow at Trinity College, Cambridge, in 2021. Earle has published widely 

on the history of political thought in Uganda. His first book, Colonial Buganda and the End of Empire: 

Political Thought and Historical Imagination in Africa (Cambridge University Press, 2017), was 

shortlisted for the Bethwell Ogot Prize of the African Studies Association. His book on Catholic 

political thought in colonial Uganda was published in 2021 with James Currey (co-authored with J. J. 

Carney). He is currently co-editing a book on the decolonisation of knowledge in Uganda Studies and 

writing a new book on how Ugandan diplomats shaped international politics on the eve of the First 

World War. Earle’s work has also appeared in several edited volumes and journals, including the 

Journal of Eastern African Studies, History in Africa, and Journal of African History. 

 

Ria Kapoor (Manchester)  

Documenting Belonging: Nomenclature and Identity Papers in the 1972 Expulsion 

This paper presents events in East Africa as part of the broader unravelling of British imperial and 

Indian Ocean networks, highlighting Uganda as a nexus for postcolonial articulations of statehood 

and citizenship worldwide. While the crisis is often remembered as one of refugees, documents like 

passports played a key role - and many of those forced to leave Uganda in 1972 had valid passports 

linked to states other than Uganda itself. In many ways, the expulsion prompted a postcolonial 

hardening of citizenship in international forums, as well as questions of ancestral ties with South 

Asia versus legal documents that showed belonging beyond it. The ways in which documents were 

handled, both within Uganda and in conversations about where those who left should go by 

resettling states and the international community are thus at the heart of this.  



I ask how humanitarian action itself became a way to build and to preserve national identities in the 

age of decolonisation, through and examination of the documentation that reveals a slippage 

between 'refugee', 'migrant', 'stateless' and 'citizen' and the rights that come with each category. 

Ria Kapoor is a research fellow in South Asian History at the University of Manchester. Her work 

focuses on refugees, rights, and the global south, with a doctoral dissertation focusing on India’s 

conception of the refugee regime. Besides completing work on a book based on her previous 

research, she is beginning a new project on the worldwide impact of the Ugandan Asian Expulsion of 

1972. She is also an editorial fellow with History Workshop Online. 

 

Ian Sanjay Patel (LSE) 

Ugandan Asians and the Citizenship Question 

This paper asks if the question of citizenship can provide clarity on the expulsion of South Asians 

from Uganda in 1972. The designation ‘Uganda Asian’, much in use in 1972, tells us little about the 

complexities of imperial and postcolonial citizenship borne by South Asians resident in Uganda in 

1972. Yet the finer distinctions between the nationality statuses held by Uganda’s South Asians 

provide a means of accessing more clarity and more precision in the story of the 1972 expulsion. By 

turning to the citizenship question, the 1972 expulsion is revealed to be a complex story of the 

expulsion of Ugandan noncitizens and the denationalization of Ugandan citizens by way of decrees 

that identified ‘Uganda Asians’ in ethnic terms. The reactions of states to the 1972 expulsion were 

caught between its legal aspects, its claim to be a humanitarian crisis, and its slippages between 

ancestral, imperial and postcolonial arguments about belonging. The episode as a whole reveals the 

fault lines between the imperial and postcolonial in the age of decolonisation, as well as the tensions 

between citizenship and diaspora, sovereign power and human rights, and decolonization and 

humanitarianism during the same period. 

Ian Sanjay Patel is Assistant Professor in Sociology and Social Research at Birkbeck College, 

University of London. His research specialises in human rights and the intersections between 

intellectual history, world history, and political thought. He is a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society 

and a Visiting Fellow in the Department of Sociology at the London School of Economics and Political 

Science. His book, We're Here Because You Were There: Immigration and the End of Empire, was 

published by Verso Books in 2021.

 

Anneeth Kaur Hundle (UC Irvine)  

Insecurities of Expulsion: Race, Violence, Citizenship and Afro-Asian Entanglements in Transregional 

Uganda 

In this short talk, I offer a synopsis of my forthcoming book and its core interventions. Namely, I 

recenter contemporary Uganda within scholarly discussion on the 1972 Asian expulsion. I assess the 

exceptional ways in which the 1972 Asian expulsion is understood within global knowledge 

formations, arguing that expulsion is a “critical event” with lingering effects and affects in territorial 

Uganda and its diasporas, which I situate as the “insecurities of expulsion." Despite the historic 

expulsion of Ugandan Asians, South Asian-ness continues to define the very constitution of the 

Ugandan nation and the normative construction of (racially nativist) Ugandan national identity. 

Ugandan postcolonial governments have shifted from policies and practices of Asian racial expulsion 

to maintaining racial exclusion while incorporating Ugandan Asian returnees and South Asian 



subjects as racial non-citizens and economic subjects. I utilize the post-liberal democratic analytic of 

“non-citizenship” to explore gradations in substantive privileges, rights and entitlements and 

exclusions across Ugandan Asian returnee and new South Asian migrant communities across old and 

new imperial and sub-imperial formations, orienting us to the study of Afro-Asian entanglements 

and the broader decolonization of political community in both national and transregional scope. 

Ultimately, I am proposing an “anthropology of Afro-Asian entanglements”-an arena of study that is 

concerned with the ways in which indigenous Africans and South Asians are bound together in 

relations of interdependency, hierarchy, intimacy and estrangement both within territorial Uganda 

and its transregional geographies across the Indian Ocean and North Atlantic. 

Anneeth Kaur Hundle is assistant professor of anthropology and Dhan Kaur Sahota Presidential 

Chair of Sikh Studies in the Department of Anthropology at University of California, Irvine (UCI). Prior 

to UCI, she was Visiting Professor at the Center for African Studies at UC Berkeley, Assistant 

Professor of Anthropology at UC Merced, and Research Associate at the Makerere Institute of Social 

Research (MISR) at Makerere University in Kampala, Uganda. She is completing a book manuscript 

entitled, Insecurities of Expulsion: Race, Violence, Citizenship and Afro-Asian Relationalities in 

Transregional Uganda and beginning work on two new projects on Sikh feminisms and the 

intersections of Sikh Studies and university studies. She is also involved in new research clusters on 

Global Africa/Global Blackness, Interrogating South Asia/diasporas and Decolonizing Universities in 

Global Perspective with her colleagues at UCI. She can be reached at ahundle@uci.edu 

 


